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Student shares personal
immigration testimony

BY ERICA LAMPERT
Staff Writer
Jose Cabrera, a Dreamer, said
WKDWWKHÀUVWWLPHKHVSRNHDERXW
his life as an undocumented immigrant he was “tricked.” But
last week he shared his story with
hundreds at the Enquirer’s One
Nation event on Sept. 21.
The theme of the event this
year was “American Rights,”
and various speakers of different races, genders and sexualities
came to talk about their stories
and their successes and struggles while trying to exercise their
American rights.
Cabrera was one of those
speakers. However, his story was
a little different from the rest, as
he wanted to share his experiences and struggles as an undocumented immigrant from Mexico.
Cabrera is a part of a group
of young immigrants, known as
Dreamers, who were brought illegally into the United States as
children.
The name “Dreamer” came
from the proposed federal legisODWLRQEHQHÀWSURJUDPFDOOHGWKH
Dream Act.
“I really just talked about
my story,” Cabrera said. “It was
geared towards coming to Xavier,
being undocumented and coming to the United States when I
was four.”
For Cabrera, the experience
of sharing his story alongside
very powerful people was a surreal moment.
He not only got to meet several people who were facing similar struggles when dealing with
American Rights, but he also got
to hear and experience their stories, too.
“I was speaking alongside
some pretty powerful people.
We had the president of the
National Underground Railroad
Freedom Center come and
speak, and we had a pretty big
drug dealer from Avondale,
Torrance Jones, talk about turning his life around and how he
is now helping those in poverty,”
Cabrera said.
Nazia Ali, Ken Ham and Ryan
Messer were among the other
speakers who came to the event
to share their stories.
Cabrera never thought that he
would be the one to get up and

share his story of overcoming
his struggles as an undocumented immigrant. His mother was
always speaking at events, and
he was always the one who just
tagged along.
´:KHQ,ÀUVWVWDUWHGWHOOLQJP\
story, it was by accident,” Cabrera
said. “I was kind of tricked into
it. My mom was the one who told
her story at events and rallies. It
was a normal day for me, going
to the rally and listening to my
mom speak, but then the director
of orientations at the rally told
me that he forgot to tell me that I
was speaking today.”
Since then, Cabrera has been
sharing his story with audiences
everywhere. He hopes that doing so will help encourage others
who are in the same predicament.
“I was this boy who couldn’t
read, who couldn’t write, who
couldn’t do simple math, who
was dyslexic, who was undocumented and was hanging around
gang members. I talk about all
these challenges when I share my
story, and hope I inspire a boy
who is in a worse or similar situation as me,” Cabrera said. “It

can get better, and you can do
more than you ever expected.
If I can do it, you can do it as
well.”
Cabrera is currently at
full time student at Xavier,
studying entrepreneurship
and management with minors in psychology and justice and peace studies.
He also works as an
Immigration Program Organizer
at
the
Intercommunity
Justice and Peace Center in
Over-the-Rhine.
He hopes to encourage
other undocumented immigrants at Xavier to come
out and share their stories
and others students to learn
as much as they can about
immigration.
“We are normal people.
We are probably the guy you
passed walking to class today.
We are just like everyone else,”
Cabrera said. “I encourage all
of the students and faculty to
come out and learn about immigration. Look at the facts,
not what people and the media
are saying.”

Newswire photo by Hannah Paige Michels

Jose Cabrera shared his Dreamer story at the Enquirer’s One Nation event.

Photo courtesy of wikipedia.org

Uber, previously a taxi app, has now added food delivery to its services.

UberEATS arrives
ŝŶŝŶĐŝŶŶĂƟĂƌĞĂ

BY KEVIN THOMAS
Staff Writer
Last spring, Uber joined the
ranks of PostMates, OrderUp
and Domino’s Delivery drivers with their new operation,
UberEATS, and last week,
8EHU($76 ÀQDOO\ DUULYHG LQ
Cincinnati.
UberEATS, like the currently more popular and successful
PostMates and OrderUp, is an
app that can be downloaded on
any smartphone.
It provides the service of
food delivery for restaurants
that do not already deliver for a
small fee.
It began in New York in
March, with initial success stemming from good reviews, a great
selection of food and speedy
delivery.
Residents of Cincinnati can
likely expect the same experience
as more and more people begin
using it.
UberEATS is a new standalone app, separate from the
Uber Ridesharing app, and allows users to order food from
several “top restaurants in the
Cincinnati area,” according to
their website.
These top restaurants include local favorites such as

Graeter’s Ice Cream and Gold
Star Chili. Currently, there are
only 11 different food places that can be ordered from
Xavier’s campus, though it is
expected that the number will
increase as the app grows in
popularity.
The ordering is incredibly
simple and very similar to the
ordering mechanisms on other
apps.
There is no need to tip the
delivery person, though there is a
ÁDWGHOLYHU\IHH
Xavier students can take advantage of more than just the
ability to order food on campus from places that don’t normally deliver. UberEATS could
also be a job opportunity for
VWXGHQWV ORRNLQJ IRU ÁH[LEOH
employement.
Those who have cars can
work as a delivery driver, where
they can create their own hours
WRÀWZLWKWKHLUVFKHGXOHV
UberEATS
is
currently
only available in certain parts
of
Cincinnati:
Downtown,
Norwood, Hyde Park, Evanston,
Xavier’s campus, University of
Cincinnati campus, Covington,
Over-the-Rhine and Newport,
though it is expected to expand
in reach as time goes on.
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Clinton, Trump debate issues, personal qualms
BY REGINA WRIGHT

covered by Buzzfeed that Trump
did support the Iraq War.
Clinton’s ISIS plan includes
Declared winner by Fox News and
ending its online footprint to preCNN/ORC polls, Hillary Clinton
vent radicalization and communication, continued air strikes and
WRRNFKDUJHRI WKHÀUVWSUHVLGHQWLDO
also supporting Arab and Kurdish
debate with her plans for the econoallies to squeeze ISIS out of Iraq
my, healing race relations in America
and into Syria. Her last objective is
and foreign policy.
to end the leadership of ISIS.
Starting the night, moderator
The debate ended with a quesLester Holt announced three topic
tion for Trump, asking if he
sections to be discussed: Achieving
would support Hillary if she won
prosperity, America’s direction and
Presidency.
securing America. After winning
“If she wins, I will absolutely
D FRLQ WRVV &OLQWRQ ZDV WKH ÀUVW WR
support her,” Trump said.
start each segment with her twoAccording to a CNN/ORC
minute response to Holt’s quespoll, 62 percent of respondents
said they believed Clinton did a
tions. Trump followed with his
better job in the debate, while 27
two-minute response, and then the
percent of respondents believed
question was open to discussion.
Trump did.
“Why are you a better choice
“Honestly, I was unimpressed,”
photo courtesy of theblaze.com
than your opponent to create
'HPRFUDW+LOODU\&OLQWRQDQG5HSXEOLFDQ'RQDOG7UXPSZHQWKHDGWRKHDGLQGHEDWHIRUWKHÀUVWWLPHRQ0RQGD\QLJKW
Junior Political Science mathe kinds of jobs that will put
Fact checkers found that the terrupted and moved to the next by the law, and everyone should jor Reyna Gundy said. “I think
more money into the pockets of
Donald Trump should have hit
respect the law,” Clinton said.
American workers?” Holt asked conservative Tax Foundation es- topic, America’s direction.
Trump countered with his Hillary harder on things like iltimates Trump’s plans would cost
Holt opened the segment with
for an opening question.
plan of “law and order.” He be- legal immigration and the email
Clinton and Trump clashed on $4.4 trillion while a liberal group, questions about their proposed
lieves stop-and-frisk will decrease scandal. I also think too much
their economic proposals. Clinton Citizens for Tax Justice, estimated tax plans. The discussion quickly violence. He cites New York City time was wasted on personal jabs.
moved into personal jabs again
proposed a planfor investing in $4.8 trillion.
where Mayor Michael Bloomberg I want to hear about policy. I want
While debating their plans, with Clinton calling on Trump
infrastructure, innovation and
implemented stop-and-frisk and plans. I'm just at a loss.”
personal
jabs
were
thrown
at
to
release
his
tax
return
papers.
Various campus clubs held
technology, clean and renewable
stated murders fell from 2,200
Trump
regarding
his
statement
Trump
stated
he
is
in
a
continual
viewings
of the debate on
energy, small businesses and colmurders in a year to 500.
Monday,
including
the Political
it
that
climate
change
is
a
hoax
audit
and
will
release
them
when
lege education. She also included a
Clinton responded that stopScience
Club
and
Musketeers
for
is
over.
After
Holt
stated
the
IRS
and-frisk did not work and murplan for increasing the minimum created by China and at Clinton
Hillary.
allows
one
to
release
your
paperders in New York City continued
wage, ending the gender wage gap over her husband’s signing of the
“The Presidency of the United
work
during
an
audit,
Trump
said
North
American
Free
Trade
Act
to decrease even after Mayor Bill
and increasing paid family leave.
States
is not only an important poHer plan would be paid for by (NAFTA). Trump stated NAFTA he would release his papers when GH %ODVLR WRRN RIÀFH DQG HQGHG sition within the United States but
she released her 33,000 deleted the program.
the wealthy through “paying their was the worst trade deal ever apemails.
Fact checkers found Clinton’s globally as well,” Donald Shields,
fair share and closing corporate proved in the country.
Clinton countered that he statement true, with 2014’s 257 senior political science major, said.
Fact checkers also found
loopholes.”
“The modern presidency consists
hasn’t released the paperwork be- decreasing to 246 in 2015.
Trump rebutted by stating Congressional Research Service cause he doesn’t pay federal taxHolt moved into the third of two presidential duties: the doAmerica is losing its trading game suggests NAFTA did not have es and “there is something he is topic with questions about cyber mestic presidency and the Foreign
policy presidency. In securing a
and becoming the “piggy-bank of VLJQLÀFDQW HFRQRPLF FRQVH- hiding.”
warfare.
quences
since
trade
with
Canada
the world.” He made this claim
“Who’s behind it, and how do better future for the United States
Trump tried to turn the converand
Mexico
are
small
portions
of
there needs to be a formation
on the basis that China devalues
sation around by focusing on his ZHÀJKWLW"µDVNHG+ROW
American
economic
activity.
Fact
Clinton stated that the coun- of clear and concise ideals that
its currency, which could compel
tax plan. He claimed that America
industrial giants to leave the coun- checkers also found a tweet in is turning into a third world coun- try faces cyber warfare from two will secure economic betterment
throughout the United States.
try. His plan would cut company 2012 by Trump stating he believed try because of its crumbling in- groups: states and independent
I do not believe that we need
tax rates from 35 percent to 15 climate change was a hoax created frastructure and schools. Clinton hacker groups.
any
new taxes but our govern“We need to make it clear…
continued to press the issue, and
percent, renegotiate trade deals by China.
ment
should be actively ensuring
Trump furthered his attack shot back, saying, “maybe be- we are not going to sit idly by and
and stop countries from outsourcthat
the
tax dollars go to what is
on Clinton’s past support of the cause you haven’t paid any federal permit state actors to go after our
LQJLQWKHÀUVWSODFH
most
important,
which is ensurinformation,” Clinton said. “We’re
Clinton attacked Trump’s plan 7UDQV3DFLÀF 3DUWQHUVKLS 733  taxes.”
ing
a
better
way
of
life for every
Clinton then criticized his busi- going to have to make it clear that American. In the foreign policy
comparing it to trickle down eco- saying she called it the “gold stanwe don’t want to engage in a difnomics. She called it “Trumped- dard of trade deals” and only be- ness sense of handling the country ferent kind of warfare, but we aspect we must continue to work
up trickle down,” and stated that it came opposed when she heard and said “sometimes what would will defend the citizens of this with our allies to provide effective
be good for business wouldn’t be
alliances that can help both coundidn’t work for Reagan and won’t what was being said about it.
country.”
for government.”
Fact
checkers
found
Clinton
While discussing current tries and continue to keep the
work now.
Holt moved the topic along
spoke
out
more
than
40
times
in
American security issues, Trump world a fair, just place to live. This
“Independent workers have
and
asked
each
candidate
how
made pokes at Clinton over the country needs to work together to
looked at what I’ve proposed favor of TPP.
they would heal the racial divide
Clinton and Trump didn’t
Iraq War, Iran Nuclear deal and keep our jobs within our borders
and looked at what Donald’s proin America. Clinton explained her
and keep an open mind to every
posed…his tax plan would blow move off the subject of TPP until plan for race relations with a goal the creation of ISIS. Clinton citizen American or global so that
up the debt by over $5 trillion. she announced her full economic of restoring trust between the countered by bringing up his sup- everyone can peacefully coexist.”
port of the Iraq War and her plan
They’ve looked at my plans and plan could be read in “Stronger community and the police, new
The second debate will be telefor defeating ISIS.
they’ve said if we can do this… Together.” They continued to ar- police training and tackling gun
vised
nationally once again on
Fact checkers found in a buried
we will have 10 million more new gue with each other about regula- violence.
interview with Howard Stern un- October 9th.
tions and tax cuts until Holt in“Everyone should be respected
jobs.”
Campus News Editor
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Managing Editor Luke
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Hunger Dialogues come to Xavier

BY ISABEL DEMARCO
Staff Writer

The second annual Hunger
Dialogues will make a stop at
Xavier on November 11-12 to
discuss hunger and those impacted by it as well as address
the role that hunger plays in
the greater community.
The dialogues aim to increase awareness through large
discussions and are held in
unison with National Hunger
and Homelessness Awareness
Week.
According to the Xavier
website, the Dialogues are
designed to bring together
Ohio universities, community
partners, civic leaders and the
public to address and seek solutions to the issues of hunger
in local and global communities through teaching, research
and service.
This year’s event is focusing on campus food insecurity,
sustainability, local farming and
hunger and homelessness in both
urban and rural areas.
The event are an important
opportunity for Xavier students
to take part in learning about
hunger and helping to come up
with a solution for it. The hunger
dialogues will include presentations given by Xavier students like
SGA President, Caleb Mickler.

portunity to meet
with members of
the
community
who are working to
address food insecurity and students
who are involved
with the issues.
It is very important for students to
discuss the hunger
issue,
especially
considering the current statistic stating that one in six
households in Ohio
IDFHLVVXHVÀQGLQJDGequate food. This leaves
Ohio as the tenth worst
of all 50 states.
Sean
Rhiney,
the
Director of the Eigel Center
for Community Engaged
Learning, recommends that stuThe dents take the opportunity to atactual event tend the Hunger Dialogues.
“They will be an immersive
takes place over
two days.
On invaluable experience for anyone
Also inWKH ÀUVW GD\ WKH who has seen hunger in their comvolved in
dialogues feature munity but never had the time to
organizing the
optional site trips discern ways we might all tackle
Hunger Dialogues are Ohio’s
to local organiza- this challenge together,” Rhiney
Community Action Agencies,
tions followed said. “The Dialogues by their naCampus Compact, numerous colE\ D ÀOP ture are designed to engage you
OHJHVLQWKHDUHDDQGWKHRIÀFHRI 
showing at where you are. You don't have to
be an expert on hunger to be able
Ohio Senator Sherrod Brown.
night.
The event is partnered with
Saturday’s activities include to participate.”
Registration for the event will
the Freestore Foodbank and the interactive sessions and discusChild Poverty Collaborative.
sions. Attendees will have the op- open to students Sept. 30.

Guards join prisoners in labor strike
BY SAM MARTINI

ously went on strike for 10 days in
May, and the warden and a guard
Staff Writer
were stabbed during a previous
Several prison guards of an riot in March.
“Last night at Holman prison
Alabama prison went on strike
this weekend, in support of in- an emergency situation developed
mates protesting overcrowding DV DOO RI  WKH RIÀFHUV DVVLJQHG WR
the second shift waged a historand unjust labor practice.
On Saturday, the correctional LF ZRUN VWULNH IRU WKH ÀUVW WLPH
RIÀFHUV GLG QRW UHSRUW WR ZRUN in the history of the Alabama
The Alabama Department of Department of Corrections.,”
Corrections and the Assistant The Free Alabama Movement, a
Commissioner Grant Culliver prison abolition group, said in a
were called upon to help serve statement.
“Assistant Commissioner
meals. According to eyewitnesses,
the warden himself was pushing Grant Culliver was dispatched to
the prison, where he then had to
the food cart.
On Sept. 9, several prison- order supervisors from another
ers at the William C. Holman prison, Atmore CF, to report to
Correctional Facility went on Holman prison just to be able
strike for 24 hours, refusing to WR VHUYH PHDOV 7KH RIÀFHUV DW
show up for their work assign- Holman, who have been defyments. Some agrue that pris- ing ADOC policy and speaking
on labour is against the 13th publicly to the media, had comAmendment of the Constitution, municated their plans to F.A.M.
which bans slavery as a punish- members and expressed their support for non-violent and peaceful
ment for crime.
Prisoners at Holman previ- demonstrations against the hu-

THE EMMY’s

man rights conditions existent at
Holman.
´2IÀFHUVKDYHDOVRFRPSODLQHG
about overcrowding and the need
for a mass release, more education and rehabilitation programs,
as well as issues with disease
DQG ÀOWK 2IÀFHUV UHVHUYHG WKHLU
harshest criticism towards the
&RPPLVVLRQHU·V RIÀFHU DQG ZKDW
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they perceive as a lack of leadership from Commissioner Dunno
and Culliver.”
7KLV OHDYHV WKH RIÀFHUV ZKR
have chosen not to particiSDWH WR UXQ D SULVRQ ÀOOHG ZLWK
thousands of inmates heavily understaffed. The situation
has remained unresolved as of
Tuesday night.

photo courtesy of masetv.com

Henry Eden is a
Junior Theatre/
DIFT student from
Jackson Hole, Wyo.
He also moonlights as a freelance
columnist for the
Newswire

Several guards have joined prisoners in striking on prison labor at Holman.
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Posionous blob nears Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police kill
Lake Erie water table unarmed man, citizens protest

Photo courtesy of cleveland.com

A toxic bubble containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) from before the
1970s has started to move closer to the water intake pipeline of Lake Erie.

BY AZL SAEED
Staff Writer

While access to safe drinking water is a leading issue
around the globe, it is often
taken for granted in developed nations like the United
States.
However, this sense of
security has recently been
threatened becasue of toxic
findings in Lake Erie, a water source for approximately
1 million Americans in the
greater Cleveland area, including Cuyahoga and Medina
Counties.
The toxicity originates
from a poisonous blob of
sediment at the bottom of
Lake Erie that dates back before 1970.
It has been on the move
since then and has recently
become a topic of interest because it has migrated alarmingly close to an intake pipe
that supplies drinking water
for the city of Cleveland.
The importance of the
blob has increased with media attention as it moves
closer and closer to the intake
pipeline.
Like many environmental
issues across the board, the
sediment deposit in Lake Erie
is man made. Before the 1972
Clean Water Act, basically anything was fair game to dump
in lakes and rivers. During
that time, untreated poisonous
material from the Cuyahoga
River shipping channel was
dredged and deposited into
the lake. Since the material
consisted of various chemical
substances that do not decompose, the two square mile blob
has survived.
When tested, the blob contained high concentrations
of polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs), a family of chemicals
that are now banned because
of the serious health risks they
pose.
Studies of these PCBs have
found a correlation to increased
rates of various cancers in humans, including liver, gastrointestinal, brain and breast cancer. They have also been linked
to pregnancy problems and
various hormone imbalances.
Furthermore, the chemicals

have been shown to be fatal to
the aquatic organisms at the
bottom of the food chain. As a
UHVXOWWKHODUJHUÀVKDUHDIIHFWed, meaning that the entire ecosystem is eventually disrupted.
2IÀFLDOV KDYH VWDWHG WKDW
there are adequate resources to
fully treat any potentially toxic
water that may enter the pipes.
However, this is not a long-term
solution to the problem, since
the deposit will not disappear
on its own.
There is great debate between the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers (USACE) and
the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) over what to do
with the material.
The EPA claims that the matter is urgent and should be taken
care of immediately by the Army
Corps, since that organization
are responsible for the waste beLQJ WKHUH LQ WKH ÀUVW SODFH 2Q
the other hand, the Army Corps
denies that the threat is as serious as the EPA claims and that
it is ultimately the EPA’s responsibility to clean it up.
While the EPA and Army
Corps have been arguing over
who bears the responsibility of
the blob, the entire ecosystem of
Lake Erie has suffered while it
moves throughout the lake.
The toxins have been affecting aquatic organisms for
more than 40 years, but were
not a topic of concern until
they directly threatened the
water table and potential human health.
Water in the Cleveland area
has also come under scrunitny
when chromium-6, a toxic chemical, was found in several water
ways.
All six of Cuyahoga County
water
systems,
Cleveland,
Lakewood, Cleveland Heights,
Berea, Bedford and Chagrin
Falls, were tested for the chemical. Forty seven of the 52 samples
tested positive for chromium-6.
The movement of the toxic
blob and chromium-6 in the
water systems has caught the
attention of Ohio representatives. Senator Sherrod Brown
and Senator Rob Portman are
drafting provisions to protect
the lake by working with the
USACE to rid the lake of the
blob.

Photo courtesy of thedailybeast.com

:KLOH RQ D ZDUUDQW VHDUFK WZR &KDUORWWH SROLFH RIÀFHUV VWRSSHG .HLWK /DPRQW 6FRWW IRU PDULMXDQD DEXVH ZKLFK OHG WR KLV GHDWK

BY HANNAH PAIGE MICHELS Mecklenburg Police Department’s

Head Photo Editor

Keith Lamont Scott, 43, was
shot four times and killed by
police officer Brentley Vinson,
26, on Sept. 20 in Charlotte,
N.C.
Two Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Police Department officers
were responding to a warrant
when Scott, a Black man, was
seen sitting in his SUV with
what appeared to be marijuana
and a gun. Scott was not approached until Vinson saw him,
“[exit] the vehicle armed with a
firearm.” Officers approached
Scott once he had returned to
sitting in his car.
Controversy
surrounding
Scott’s shooting stems from a
lack of clear body or dashcam
footage showing Scott in possession of a gun. In the video,
Scott is seen exiting and backing out of his vehicle with his
hands by his side, but no gun is
distinguishable.
According to the Charlotte-

RIÀFLDO UHSRUW 6FRWW GLG QRW UHVSRQGWRWKHRIÀFHUV·´FOHDUORXG
and repeated verbal commands”
to drop his handgun. Vinson
“perceived Mr. Scott’s actions
and movements as an imminent
physical threat to himself and
WKHRWKHURIÀFHUVµDQGEHJDQWR
shoot.
Police Chief Kerr Putney insists that Scott was armed, while
Scott’s family insists that he
never owned a firearm. Crime
scene investigators did uncover
a loaded gun with Scott’s fingerprints at the scene. Police
released a photo of the gun and
Scott’s ankle holster, yet have
not said from where the weapon
was recovered.
Critics question why the officers approached Scott if he was
armed in the open-carry state
and have even accused the officers of planting a gun.
The officers are also receiving criticism for overreacting to
the situation.

“It seems there were multiple
opportunities to do this in a
de-escalating way, and it seems
like everything they did in response was escalating,” Mark
Dorosin, managing lawyer at the
University of North Carolina
Center for Civil Rights said. “I
think there’s an argument to be
made that they exceeded their
authority.”
Scott’s death caused an uproar in the community as protesters and rioters took to the
streets of Charlotte. A civilian
was shot by someone from the
crowd on Sept. 21.
The city’s Twitter account
stated the injured civilian was
in critical condition, but since
Wednesday night no new information has been released. Gov.
Pat McCrory declared a State of
Emergency for the city.
As protests continue into this
week, the city of Charlotte has
lifted the state of emergency on
Sept. 27 as demonstrations have
become mostly peaceful.

claim that Crutcher was reaching
inside his driver-side window,
presumably for a gun.
2WKHU 7XOVD SROLFH RIÀFHUV
reported there was no gun on
Crutcher’s person or anywhere
in his car.
A written statement from the
chief investigator for the district
DWWRUQH\·V RIÀFH VWDWHG 6KHOE\
“reacted unreasonably by escalating the situation from a confrontation with Mr. Crutcher,
who was not responding to verbal commands and was walking
away from her with his hands
held up, becoming emotionally
involved to the point that she
overreacted.”
So far in 2016, police have
killed 194 African Americans.
Several have gone to trial, but
none have faced jail time.
The shooting was recorded
RQDQRIÀFHU·VGDVKFDPHUDDQGD
helicopter circling the area above.
The recordings have shown a difference between Shelby’s story

and what evidence suggests. One
difference is whether or not
the SUV window was closed or
open.
The Crutcher family and
their representation are claiming that the driver’s side window
was rolled up at the time of the
shooting.
Footage from the helicoptor shows a trail of blood down
the closed window of the SUV.
This information is still being
analyzed by the U.S. Department
of Justice and state authorities.
The Department of Justice has
decided to open its own investigation regarding civil rights.
Crutcher’s shooting came only
four days before the fatal police shooting of Keith Lamont
Scott, an unarmed Black man, in
Charlotte, N.C.
Crutcher’s shooting came only
four days before the fatal police shooting of Keith Lamont
Scott, an unarmed black man, in
Charlotte, N.C.

7XOVD 3ROLFH RIÀFHU FKDUJHG
with manslaughter in shooting
BY RILEY HEAD
Staff Writer

2IÀFHU %HWW\ 6KHOE\ RI  WKH
Tulsa, Okla., police force was
FKDUJHG ZLWK ÀUVW GHJUHH PDQslaughter in the shooting of
Terence Crutcher.
Crutcher was stopped outside his SUV by Shelby while
she was responding to a domestic violence call. Shelby’s
attorney has said she stopped
because she believed his car was
broken down, and he was in
need of assistance.
Standing by his stopped SUV
with his hands in the air on the
night of Sept. 16, Crutcher was
VKRWE\6KHOE\2QHRIÀFHUWKHQ
ÀUHG DW &UXWFKHU ZLWK D VWXQ
gun and Shelby shot him again
through his lung.
2IÀFHUV FODLPHG &UXWFKHU
was not complying with Shelby’s
request asking him to take his
hands out of his pockets while
he was being approached.
7KH RIÀFLDO SROLFH UHSRUWV
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Bombings plague New York and New Jersey

Photo thehansindia.com

Ahmad Khan Rahami, pictured above, was found resposible for the New York bombings in Chelsea and was capturated on Monday morning after falling asleep near a bar in New Jersey.

BY AARON KRICK
Staff Writer

New York City was in a
panic the night of Sept. 17
when an explosion rocked the
Chelsea area in Manhattan.
An improvised explosive device (IED) believed to be
hidden in a trashcan on 23rd
Street reportedly caused the
explosion.
This detonation occurred
hours after the explosion of a

pipe bomb at a charity run in
New Jersey. The attack left 31
injured and sent the city into
high alert. During the police
investigation, a second device
was discovered in a 27th Street
trashcan and was disarmed at a
remote location before any further damage could be done.
“We have every reason to believe this was an act of terror,”
New York Mayor Bill DeBlasio
told the press.

Sophomore Aiden Dalton
was in Manhattan with his family at the time of the attack.
“When the Chelsea explosion went off, I was in a
Broadway theatre seeing Kinky
Boots with my family,” Dalton
said. “We found out during
intermission when everyone
turned their phones on. I think
a lot of people were afraid, and
a lot of people thought it was
a dumb prank that went wrong.

   
Sept. 19, 10:09 p.m. – Xavier
Police received a report that a
window at the Conaton Learning
Commons had been shattered.
No suspects are known.
Sept. 20, 12:20 p.m. – A
non-student was arrested for
theft at the All for One Shop
in U-Station.
Sept. 20, 8:41 p.m. – Xavier
Police received a report of four
phones being taken from the
Gallagher Student Center theater area by an unknown suspect while the owners were in
theater rehearsal.
Sept. 21, 8:09 a.m. – Xavier
Police assisted Cincinnati
Police with an auto accident
at University Drive and Dana
Avenue.
Sept. 21, 10:35 p.m. – Four
students smoking marijuana on
the Academic Mall near Albers
Hall were cited for drug abuse.

Sept. 21, 10:56 p.m. – Xavier
Police assisted Residence Life
with a room search at the Village
Apartments. A small amount of
marijuana was recovered and
Residence Life will follow up.
Sept. 22, 10:22 a.m. – Xavier
Police assisted Cincinnati Police
with another accident at University

  





“Bubble, bubble,
toil and trouble...”
Sept. 20, 5:41 a.m. – An
employee reported someone
had placed a large amount
of soap in the fountain near
Albers Hall. A mountain of
suds had formed.

Drive and Dana Ave.
Sept. 23, 6:04 p.m. – A
commuter student reported he
or she was the victim of an attempted telephone scam by an
unknown caller claiming to represent the IRS. Norwood Police
ZDVQRWLÀHG
Sept. 25, 11:04 p.m. – An
employee reported his or her car
had been ransacked overnight
and an iPhone charger was stolen. No suspects are known at
this time.
Sept. 25, 12:32 p.m. – Xavier
Police responded to the All for
One Shop in U-Station for a
theft in progress. The area was
searched and the subject was
unable to be located.
Sept. 25, 7:58 p.m. – A
student reported damage to
the passenger mirror of his or
her vehicle. The vehicle was
parked near Victory Parkway
and Ledgewood Drive.

We made it back to our hotel
room fine, only to find out that
not far away from our Hotel
they found a pipe bomb. It
didn’t go off, but it was rigged
with a cellphone strapped to
it. It seemed like everywhere
we would be going they would
find a bomb.”
People were divided in their
response, to the incident. Some
offered support, yet to others,
the bombing became fodder for

political jeering and campaign
material.
“A lot of people on Twitter
that were in the city seemed to
be so against any kind of reaction other than making fun
of it,” Dalton said. “When the
candidates released statements
on it that night, someone commented ‘When a literal dumpster fire enters the political
conversation.”
“I’m not sure what to think
of it. I’m just glad nobody was
killed and that so few people
got hurt, when we know it could
have been much worse.”
Progress has been made in
the investigation.
According to CNN, New
Jersey local Ahmad Khan
Rahami, 28, was arrested following a shootout with the policeon Spet. 19. His fingerprints
were found at the scene and his
cellphone connected him to the
bombings.
Harinden Bains, owner of
Merdie’s Tavern in Linden, N.J.,
said he spotted Rahami sleeping
in the doorway of his bar on the
morning of Sept. 19, and recognized his picture from the news.
Rahami is believed to be connected to both the Manhattan
and New Jersey explosions.
Rahami’s wife was in Pakistan
during the bombings and did
not come back until two days
after his areest. She will also
be questioned by the police in
an attempt to find out when he
was radacalized.

Wells Fargo under further
investigation after fraud
BY SOONDOS MULLA-OSSMAN
Staff Writer
Wells Fargo, one of the biggest
US banking industries has recently
FRPHXQGHUÀUHDIWHULWZDVIRXQG
guilty of fraud charges.
Analysts claim that Wells Fargo
has started leading banks down the
path of massive labor market destruction. Over 5,300 employees
KDYHDOUHDG\EHHQÀUHGIURP:HOOV
Fargo for creating 2 million fake
credit card accounts without customer permission.
After settling allegations, the
bank was forced to redistribute
more than $185 million to federal
and state regulators. The scandal
has caused an industry-wide fear of
investigations in other banks and a
clampdown on employee practices.
Wells Fargo employees reported
being forced to meet certain quotas,
which pushed them into creating
the fraudulent accounts. Some even
said employees were not allowed to
go home until they met their quotas,
and were not paid for overtime.
“This will accelerate the trend
from physical delivery to virtual delivery of banking services, with tens
of thousands of job losses in retail
banking, as the industry transitions
from bricks to clicks,” Bank Analyst
Mike Mayo told the New York Post.

Since the scandal occurred during
physical, in-person exchanges with
the bank, there is a rising belief that
machines and comperterization of
processes will solidify the peace with
regulators.
One woman reported having a
surprise $30,000 line of credit after
a single, brief interaction with the
banking company when it momentarily owned the mortgage on the
house she was selling.
Another digital marketer from
Minneapolis opened an account
for his daughter’s Girl Scout troop
through Wells Fargo. Two years later, when taking out a mortgage, he
discovered a credit card in his name.
He initially thought his wife had
secretly created the credit card acFRXQWXQWLOKHZDVVXUSULVHGWRÀQG
out it was a fraud on the bank’s part.
These customers, among others scammed by the fake account
generation, are frustrated about
having to prove to Wells Fargo that
they were not the ones who created
them. Two ex-Wells Fargo bankers
KDYHDOUHDG\ÀOHGWKHÀUVWRI SRVVLbly many cases against the company.
Wells Fargo is one of the naWLRQ·V WRS ÀQDQFLDO HPSOR\HUV DQG
the No.1 home loan lender, with
more than 200,000 employees
nationwide.
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Give Johnson a chance to debate
The election is just over a month away with a lot been calling for someone else to get on stage. Now
of people still split or undecided, but one of the can- in 2016 there is a candidate who appeals to at least
didates will not be on stage for the debates leading 22 million people and he won’t get to participate.
into November. Gary Johnson, Libertarian presiWhat effect could getting Johnson in the debate
dential candidate and the former governor of New really have? Does having a third party candidate reMexico, has been barred from appearing in the presi- ally make any difference?
dential debates of 2016.
/RRNDW3HURW7KHPDQFDPHLQWRWKHÀUVWGHThe requirement for being a part of the debate bate polling at eight percent, yet when Election Day
is polling at 15 percent around Labor Day. Gary came, he received 19 percent of the vote. A candiJohnson sits at about 10 percent nationally. Bear in date with no political party behind him more than
mind, that 10 percent is roughly
doubled his numbers in a month.
22 million American citizens who
Imagine what Johnson could do
“Not letting a
have voiced their intent to vote for third party candi- with inclusion at the debates. If the
Gary Johnson. Despite the large
former governor doubled his numnumber of Americans that want date participate is bers the way Perot did, Johnson
to see Johnson debate, he won’t silencing the views could conceivably win 20 percent
be on stage this year. Instead, the
of the nation’s votes. Based on
of millions of
public will only be exposed to the
current projection, that means he
Americans.”
ideas, opinions and plans of Hillary
could win multiple states and viClinton and Donald Trump.
tally affect the Electoral College.
- James Hogan
Here is where things get interIn simple terms, putting Johnson
esting. In 1992, Ross Perot, a third party candidate, on stage could change the way that more than one
was allowed to debate against Bill Clinton and then state’s electors vote.
President George H.W. Bush. At the time, Perot was
Even if you don’t think a third-party candidate
polling at just barely eight percent. A man who was could win the election or don’t like Johnson in parsupported by fewer people and had the support of ticular, we can all
no formal political party was allowed to participate, recognize the imbut Johnson cannot. A man who was governor of the portance of hearstate of New Mexico for two terms is barred from ing every voice. Not
the debates, but a less popular businessman was al- letting a third-party
lowed to debate. To make things more absurd, Perot candidate
particihad at one point dropped out of the presidential race pate is silencing the
and suspended his campaign, but he came back and views of millions of
was allowed in the debates while polling a level below Americans. Calling
Johnson, who has not dropped out at any point.
for Johnson to deRegardless of the arbitrary 15 percent rule, there bate does not enis a public call for a third party candidate another dorse his views or
James Hogan is a senior
voice to break up the bickering. According to Gallup, mean we believe Philosophy, Politics, and the Public
more than 50 percent of American voters have want- in him. It simply major and guest writer for the
ed to see a third-party candidate at the debates since means we believe in Newswire from Chagrin Falls,
2007. For nearly a decade, the American public has the electoral system. Ohio.

Yes, your vote does matter
Last month, I was aimlessly scrolling through Facebook and stumbled across a photo of a baby calf with
text across the image saying, “I am tired of pictures of Hillary and The Donald...so here is a picture of a cow.
Enjoy!”
Now, there are a lot of problems with having this attitude about politics. But I understand that my friend
who posted this was trying to lighten the mood of our current political climate. She wanted to ignore something that’s confusing, complicated and uncomfortable. But by ignoring something that affects all of us, we are
failing as citizens of the United States, and as citizens of the world.
This kind of attitude is the same as being at a party where someone starts talking controversy, whether it’s
abortion, the presidency or foreign policy. There’s always that one person that tries to shut the situation down,
by saying “I hate talking about politics” before anything has even started.
Immediately, the conversation is deemed negative, argumentative and problematic. But the conversation is
not the issue. There’s nothing inherently dangerous about talking politics. What’s dangerous are the ignorance
and hate that can seep into these discussions. Being able to navigate sensitive and potentially aggressive discussions is a necessity. Shutting down civil political discourse does not somehow make you superior to those
participating in it.
I registered to vote in Hamilton County the day I turned 18. I was looking forward to my 18th birthday not
because I was going to be a “real adult” with “freedom” or because I wanted to buy cigarettes. Eighteen was
the year I knew I could truly act on my title as a citizen of the United States.
The only reason I have the right to vote was because women fought for it almost 100 years ago. If I didn’t
exercise my right to vote I would be disgracing every woman before me who marched as a suffragette to give
me the chance to be a part of something bigger than myself.
Choosing ignorance only further perpetuates a polarizing political divide. It’s not about being able to recite
every candidate’s position on each policy. It’s not even about choosing a party (because, let’s face it, the twoSDUW\V\VWHPLVÁDZHG 7KHLGHDRI QDUURZLQJGRZQ\RXUPRUDOVDQGYDOXHVLQWRDVLQJOHSHUVRQDVLQJOHYRWH
is intimidating, but this shouldn’t hinder your curiosity or your willingness to discuss politics.
The fact is, we live in the most powerful country in the world. Refusing to register to vote as an 18-yearold citizen because politics makes you uncomfortable is unacceptable. This is the most important election to
date, and it’s your civic duty to vote. If you’re not informed, get informed.
If you don’t like any of the choices, research and learn the actual positions
of candidates instead of mindlessly absorbing media. Rolling your eyes at
the mention of politics is counterproductive to improving our nation and
improving your own life. If you can vote and you don’t, you forfeit the right
to complain about the outcome. Being uninformed, or frustrated is not reason enough to throw away your vote this November.
The next president of the United States of America is going to be elected, no matter how many pictures of cute animals you post on Facebook.
The country will move on regardless of your frustrated tweets. I don’t care
if you hate Hillary, and I don’t care if you hate Donald. Stop yelling at the
person who brings up politics at a party and start educating yourself so you
can participate in the discussion. Being a citizen of the U.S. is not something
Hannah Paige Michels is a sophoyou can passively pursue. You have a say in what happens. Maybe the gov- more DIFT major and photograHUQPHQWLVFRUUXSWDQGPD\EHWKHV\VWHPLVÁDZHGEXWKHUH·V\RXUFKDQFH phy editor for the Newswire from
to try to make change happen. Are you going to take it?
Cincinnati.
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Academics need to be valued in budget cuts
When a University makes
budget cuts, students and faculty expect to see new changes
in a different area that justify
WKH FXWV LQ WKH ÀUVW SODFH <RX
expect to see newly renovated
study spaces, more money for
clubs to expand or a new sports
center to replace the current, antique building.
These alternative targets for
funding seem to go along with
Xavier’s mission statement, “to
educate each student intellectually, morally, and spiritually.”
However certain budget cuts
have violated this mission statement in the past few years.
The budget cuts made to the
McDonald Library and the databases that the library purchases
violate the Xavier’s mission
statement’s integrity. By limiting the number of sources that
I can directly access regarding
topics concerning science, classics, theology, ethics and other
academic topics, the university
is limiting the amount of knowledge that I have access to and
thereby reducing the quality of
my education.
While a Pizza ATM seems
like a great addition to Xavier’s
FDPSXV LW GRHVQ·W EHQHÀW P\
education intellectually, morally

or spiritually. The media did a
great job of giving Xavier new
press, however the press forgot
to report how the Pizza ATM
would give back to the mission
statement of the university, student education.
How does the Pizza ATM,
situated in a dorm that I don’t
IUHTXHQWO\JRLQEHQHÀWPHDQG
the education that I’ve paid
thousands of dollars for? This
PD\ VRXQG OLNH D VHOÀVK DUJXment, but the fact of the matter
is that students and faculty have
all been robbed.
How can students produce
meaningful, academic work without proper resources? Moreover,
how can professors expect students to produce meaningful,
academic work without proper
resources?
One year ago, I had full access to most of the articles that
I used to write a paper for my
Homeric Greek class. Now I
have direct access to half of
those articles resulting in seven
subsequent requests through
Xavier’s Iliad article request system. If I’m having trouble as
an undergraduate accessing the
necessary articles for a senior
thesis, I shudder to think about
how the professors are expected

to produce academic works of
their own.
The case might be different
if there were other developments to compensate for the
extensive library cuts, however
over the summer it seems that
the only changes in the last year
are improvements for Gallagher

underlying the decision to cut
the library’s budget.
The library’s budget cuts
only further illustrate a disconnect between Xavier students
and faculty from the administration. While a large library budget
makes more sense for the progression of academic achievement, it doesn’t quite draw in at“While a large li- tention like a self-serving pizza
machine does. It’s a nice recruitbrary budget makes ment move.
However at what point does
more sense for the
injury
to the academics of a uniprogression of
versity for administrative puracademic achieve- poses violate the mission statement? At what point are faculty
ment, it doesn’t
students allowed to be heard
quite draw in atten- and
by the administration?
tion like a self-servFor the administration to
ing pizza machine act as if the library cuts are
not contrary to the Xavier misdoes.”
sion statement is a violation of
- Luke Byerly
student and faculty agreement.
When I chose to attend Xavier,
Student Center and the installa- I assumed and expected that
tion of the Pizza ATM. While the quality of education that
more club space is nice to have, I would receive would remain
the priority of any credible uni- the same over the course of my
versity should be the intellectual four years. I pay my tuition in a
and academic advancement of timely manner and agreed upon
ERWKWKHVWXGHQWVDQGWKHÀHOGV amount as a result of that agreeof study. Neither of these new ment. For the administration to
changes advance that goal. More damage the quality of each stualarming, however is the issue dent’s education and expect the

student to pay increasing tuition
rates as a result is the equivalent
of a student refusing to pay full
tuition rates each year and expecting higher quality education.
As a student working on
his senior thesis, the challenge
to produce an original thesis
and defend it becomes incredibly daunting as the amount of
readily attainable source material decreases. If the university
expects us to produce academic
works with a decreased pool of
resources then they must also
be able to accept work of lesser quality. Nothing can readily
FRPSHQVDWHIRUDGHÀFLWRI DFDdemic resources.

Luke Byerly is a senior HAB major
and managing editor for the Newswire
from Cincinnati.

Why Hillary Clinton shouldn’t be allowed to run for president

Let me start by saying that I am
not a Donald Trump supporter. I
voted for John Kasich in the primary and will probably vote for
Gary Johnson in November, just
because this entire election is so
messed up.
But this isn’t really about politics and what side of the aisle
someone stands on. Today’s society has put such a premium on
categorizing people into certain
groups, political or not, that a conversation about key issues can be
overlooked.
Like the fact that Hillary
&OLQWRQ LV QR PRUH ÀW WR EH RXU
president than Donald Trump.
The notion that Hillary is a
lesser of two evils does not necessarily add up if you look at the
actions she has taken throughout
her career.
<HDK,·PWLUHGRI KHDULQJDERXW
the emails, too. But they’re important pieces of Clinton’s story.
I don’t really care if she was
found innocent or guilty in a
court of law. Time and time again
the justice system has failed this
country. For me to put trust in a
decision of this magnitude is ques-

tionable at best. The bottom line
is that Clinton was using an email
server that she knew she should
not have used and that made it
HDVLHUIRUFODVVLÀHGLQIRUPDWLRQWR
be hacked into or released. Lives
were put at risk, and valuable secrets could have been put in the
hands of people who would use
the information in negative ways.
7KH IDFW WKDW QR FODVVLÀHG LQIRUmation was hacked into isn’t really the point. The principle of the
situation is what matters, which
is that someone who commits
a crime – yes, a crime – like this
should not be allowed to run for
president.
Where do we draw the line?
I was always taught that sometimes the action, while important,
can carry just as much weight as
the intent. Edward Snowden is still
hiding somewhere in Putinville
(Russia) over releasing documents
like this, and he has gone on record saying he didn’t mean for
anything like this to happen.
Maybe we should let him run
for president.
Unfortunately, the emails are
not the only reason that Clinton

should not even be in the presidential discussion. Her role in the
attacks at Benghazi carry quite the
weight, as four men died under her
watch in her failure to protect that
embassy.

sentially what is happening here.
Clinton lied. She has a track
record of lying. She tried to minimize her involvement in Benghazi
and the email catastrophe and has
ÁLSÁRSSHG RQ LVVXHV WKURXJKRXW
the course of her political career.
She went on the record in 2002,
“Whether you
2004 and 2010 opposing gay marrealize it or not,
riage but is now supporting it both
Clinton uses vague, “personally and as a matter of
drawn-out answers law.” She went to New Hampshire
that she was a progressive.
that appear to be stating
She went to Ohio and said she
more concrete than “pleads guilty to being moderate.”
Trump’s responses These things sort of add up after
but actually offer a while.
She dances around the issues
little to no solution as much as Trump does. Whether
you realize it or not, Clinton uses
at all.”
vague, drawn-out answers that
- Kyle Tooley
appear to be more concrete than
Ask yourself this question: if Trump’s responses but actually
you were in charge of security at, offer little to no solution at all.
well, anywhere, and four people Hillary knows exactly what to say,
died under your command, do you when to say it and how it will make
WKLQN\RXZRXOGEHÀUHG"'R\RX SHRSOH UHDFW 6KH UHGHÀQHV WKH
think you would be considered for meaning of “career politician” and
a promotion? Because that is es- takes it up several notches.
It doesn’t take a rocket scienWLVW WR ÀJXUH RXW ZK\ 7UXPS KDV
gained popularity in relation to

this issue. Hillary is no exception
to the idea that politicians lie. She
PD\FRPHDFURVVDVPRUHÀWWKDQ
Trump to lead this country, but
when you dig deeper into it, I’m
not sure if she is.
Democracy is a beautiful thing
that gives us, the people, power
in these elections. As Americans,
we have the outstanding right and
duty to cast a vote for whomever
we want to in a presidential elecWLRQ<RXPD\KDWH7UXPSDVGR
I, but is Hillary really the answer?
Here’s to hoping that John
Kasich somehow reenters the
race.

Kyle Tooley is a senior sport management and public relations double major.
HeGrant
is the sports
editor for
from
F. Vance
is Newswire
the Managing
Sacramento,
Calif.
Editor at the Newswire. He is a senior
English & Digitial Innovation Film and
Television double major from Jeffersonville,
Ind.
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Opinion: tragedy strikes in Fernandez, Palmer deaths

BY PAUL FRITSCHNER
Staff Writer

Sports, in the grand scheme
of the world, are a relatively small
speck in relation to topics that
garner importance. Politics, health
concerns and violence come to
PLQG DV WKUHH VSHFLÀF DUHDV WKDW
dwarf the importance of grown
adults playing games meant for
young people, yet the entire end
goal of sports is a release from
the everyday tension and stress
that society and the world throw
in our faces.
When star athletes die, like
Miami Marlins pitcher Jose
Fernandez and legendary golfer
Arnold Palmer did on Sunday,
they amplify our innate human
emotion. We become distraught
over people we have never met
and have only known through the
media and occasional in-person
experiences at their events. When
they are ripped away from us, especially as Jose was, not yet even
in his prime as he propelled on
the fast-track toward the Hall of
Fame, our ability to experience
this is diminished. We know there
LVDYRLGWKDWZLOOQHYHUEHÀOOHG

Photos courtesy of sports.vice.com and nbssports.com

Jose Fernandez (left) and Arnold Palmer (right) both lost their lives this past Sunday. Their legacies are unmatched.

Jose Fernandez was a one-ofa-kind person in addition to being a standout baseball player. His
unmitigated joy while playing and
his undying spirit for the game
GHÀQHGKLP,WWRRNKLPIRXUDWtempts to defect from Cuba to
the United States, and the story
of when he leaped into the water

Volleyball opens
Big East play

to save his mother after she fell
out of the boat on one of the attempts has been told many times
RYHU +H H[HPSOLÀHG ZKDW EDVHball needs in this day and age – a
player who wears his emotions
on his sleeve. The old adage still
holds true: “A picture is worth a
thousand words.” No matter what

you read, you won’t be able to
fully understand what Jose meant
to the game until you see the emotion and happiness he played with.
The sports world lost two
prominent members of its community, one just beginning his career at the age of 24 and the other
having lived his life to the fullest.

Arnold Palmer, “The King,” died
at the age of 87. He won seven
major championships, and in the
words of Jack Nicklaus, “was
more than a golfer and even great
golfer. He was an icon. He was a
legend.”
There are many more experienced writers who can piece together what happened to Jose and
KLV VLJQLÀFDQFH LQ D PXFK EHWWHU
way than what you have just read.
Some even decided not to write
because they felt no word penned
on a page could do justice to what
he meant for the sport of baseball.
Yet, on this small scale, for a campus newspaper in southwestern
Ohio, we can share in the differences Jose Fernandez and Arnold
Palmer made in their sports.
They gave hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of people
the chance to live in the moment
and watch them dominate their
sport.
,WLVLQWLPHVOLNHWKHVHWKDWZH
can appreciate how delicate and
SUHFLRXVOLIHLV,I RQO\ZHDOOORYHG
our jobs and our lives the way Jose
Fernandez and Arnold Palmer
did, the world would be a much
better place.

BY ISABEL SMITH

with several lead changes and ties.
No team ever led by more than
Xavier volleyball kicked off three points. The Musketeers seBig East conference play on Sept. cured the win with consecutive
23 and 24 on the road against NLOOV IURP UHGVKLUW VHQLRU 6RÀD
St. John’s and Seton Hall. The Peterson and redshirt sophomore
Musketeers captured the opener Alexis Newsome.
Peterson dominated with a
at St. John’s in a four set win and
fell short against Seton Hall in a match-high 12 kills. Senior Abbey
Bessler also had an impressive
four set loss.
Xavier won its Big East open- performance.
,Q DGGLWLRQ WR SRVWLQJ WKUHH
er for the second straight year in
its match against St. John’s. The aces, Bessler had 10 kills and 19
Musketeers also moved to 8-0 all- digs to earn her eighth doubledouble of the year.
time against the Red Storm.
Xavier headed to South Orange
The Musketeers trailed by eight
in set one before going on a 9-1 on Sept. 24 to face Seton Hall.
run that tied the score. The two The Pirates took the match 3-1,
teams battled before Xavier took but Xavier leads 5-2 in the series.
Redshirt sophomore Meredith
the set, 25-22.
Xavier also captured set two Klare had a team-high 16 digs in
by securing an early 13-5 lead. the Big East matchup. Redshirt
,QVHWWKUHH6W-RKQ·VFDPHEDFN junior Mackenzi Humm posted a
DQGVFRUHGWKUHHRI WKHÀQDOIRXU match-high 28 assists.
The Musketeers return to acpoints to earn its only win of the
tion on Friday, Sept. 30, against
match, 25-22.
7KH ÀQDO IUDPH ZDV FORVH Creighton.
Staff Writer

Newswire photo by Tom vonAhelfeld
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Photo courtesy of golfgalore.com

Rory McIlroy won the 2016 PGA Tour Championship and FedEx Cup after shooting a -12 in the Atlanta tournament.

McIlroy captures PGA crown
BY BRENDAN BURRIS
Staff Writer

The PGA Tour’s Tour
Championship concluded on
6XQGD\ DV WKH ÀQDO HYHQW RI  WKH
year-long $10 million FedEx Cup
ZDV ZRQ E\ 5RU\ 0F,OUR\ 7KH
ÀQDO ZHHNHQG SRVHV D YDULHW\ RI 
scoring questions due to the confusing nature of the points system, leaving the Golf Channel
to create a so-called “FedEx Cup
points expert” on call throughout
its broadcast to make it seemingly
easier to understand for the casual
viewer.
Through all the confusion
of FedEx Cup math, one fact is
constant: if you begin the Tour
&KDPSLRQVKLSLQWKHWRSÀYHDOO
you must do to win the FedEx

Cup is win the tournament, where
WKHÀHOGLVRQO\SOD\HUV
That is all Dustin Johnson
had to do, and through 54 holes,
it looked like he was the man to
capture it all and cap off what has
been a banner year for one of the
more tried and tested players on
the tour. However, an untimely
double bogey on the 12th hole on
Sunday knocked Johnson out of
contention in the tournament and
ultimately the FedEx Cup.
0F,OUR\ ZDV DEOH WR WDNH DGvantage of Johnson’s miscues.
He needed a win in the Tour
Championship and a third or
ZRUVHÀQLVKIURP-RKQVRQWRZLQ
it all.
,Q RQH RI  WKH PRUH GUDPDWLF
moments of the whole season,

0F,OUR\DGYDQFHGKLVJDPHWRDQother level, holing out for an eagle
two on the 16th hole and birdieLQJ WKH SDUÀYH WK WR IRUFH KLV
way into a three-man playoff with
Ryan Moore and Kevin Chappell.
Things got even more interesting from that point on. A win in
the playoff for Moore or Chappell
meant they would win the Tour
Championship, but Johnson
would take home the $10 milOLRQVHDVRQORQJSUL]H$0F,OUR\
win and he would take both, an
unprecedented $11.53 million
payout.
After a four-hole playoff (one
hole with all three, three with
0RRUHYV0F,OUR\ 0F,OUR\XOWLmately birdied the par-four 16th,
taking home both purses.

ȱNewswire
Edited by: Kyle Tooley
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Women’s basketball releases WSOC drops

2016-17 season schedule opener with
Blue Demons

BY LUKE FELICIANO
Staff Writer

The Big East released its
schedule for women’s basketball
conference play on Sept. 20, allowing fans a chance to preview
a few key opponents for the upcoming season.
Xavier loses two of its three
top scorers from a season ago, Bri
Glover and Aliyah Zantt, and will
face an increasingly challenging
Big East pool in addition to a few
tough non-conference opponents.
One non-conference game that
ÀJXUHV WR EH D KLJKO\ DQWLFLSDWHG
matchup is the Dec. 19 battle
against preseason ranked No. 24
Oklahoma in the Puerto Rico
Classic.
On top of that, the Musketeers
get a chance at revenge when
they play Michigan on Dec. 5 after losing by a large margin to the
Wolverines last year.
They also have the Crosstown
Shootout on Dec. 11 against
the Cincinnati Bearcats at the
University of Cincinnati.
One of the hardest matchups
in Big East play all season will be
against defending regular season
champs DePaul.
Currently, the Blue Demons are
ranked 20th in the AP top 25 preseason poll and return one of the
conference’s leading scorers from
last year in Jessica January, who
averaged 14 points per game. The
Musketeers will face off against
DePaul on Jan. 15 in Chicago and
Feb. 10 at home.

BY JACK DUNN
Guest Writer

Newswire photo by Adam Spegele

Marquia Turner returns for her junior season with the Musketeers after being third on the team in assist average a season ago.

St. John’s also presents a formidable challenge, as it brought
home the Big East title last year
with a victory over Creighton.
+RZHYHULWVÀUHSRZHUIURPD\HDU
ago may be dwindled as a result
RI ORVLQJODVW\HDU·V%LJ(DVWÀUVW
and fourth top scorers in Danejah
Grant and Aliyyah Handford.
Xavier will play St. John’s on Jan. 1
and 29, with the latter taking place
in New York.
0DUTXHWWHÀQLVKHGDVDPLGGOH
of the pack team in the Big East
last year but do return sophomore

Allazia Blockton.
She will be the highest returning scorer in the conference after
posting 18.7 points per game last
season.
Seton Hall placed second
in regular season Big East play
last season but lost a trio of seniors, Tabatha Richardson-Smith,
Aleesha Powell and Shakena
Richardson.
All three placed in the top 20 in
scoring in the Big East, averaging
double digits in offense.
&UHLJKWRQ ÀQLVKHG DW WKH ERW-

tom end of the Big East regular
season standings last year before
an improbable run to the conference championship game.
The Bluejays will return Audrey
Faber and MC McGrory, who
both averaged more than 12
points per game and could make
Creighton a tough opponent on
the Musketeers’ schedule.
Xavier opens the regular season in the Lauren Hill Tipoff
Classic against the Tennessee
State Tigers on Nov. 12 at Cintas
Center.

Opinion: Vin Scully leaves
lasting impression on baseball
BY KYLE TOOLEY
Sports Editor

Vin Scully has served as the
home radio broadcaster for the
Los Angeles Dodgers since 1950
and is calling it a career at the
conclusion of this regular season.
He’s called three perfect games,
18 no-hitters and 28 World Series
(six with the Dodgers) across an
unprecedented 67 seasons with
the club. The language he uses to
describe something as simple as
a baseball game can take exactly
that, a game, and transform it into
the art form fans have come to
love.
The 88-year-old started with
the team in Brooklyn and made
the move to Los Angeles in 1958,
eight years after jumping onto
the scene as a 21-year-old rookie
broadcaster. Scully made an impact on the game from the very
beginning, revolutionizing the way
baseball was broadcasted.
Here’s the thing about Vin
Scully: the raw emotion that he

Photo courtesy of sportingnews.com

Vin Scully has spent 67 seasons with the Dodgers, by far the most of any broadcaster with one team.

has for this sport is evident in
every phrase he utters. Fans like
P\VHOI ZKRÀQGWKHWUXHURPDQticism of baseball appreciate the
pure beauty of what he does. He

allows big moments to happen
while providing his take on the
events that are playing out in front
of him. Fans sometimes take issue
with the ways in which broadcast-

ers call games but not with Vin.
We just listen in amazement.
Where Scully truly changed the
game was his incorporation of
stories into the broadcast. Rather
than relaying to fans what the umpire is calling or what the score
is, he all but brings you into the
booth, sharing personal details
about the atmosphere, the players
and even himself.
Scully has had such an unprecedented career that he even called
a number of World Series that the
Dodgers weren’t a part of, making it possible for fans to hear his
voice during some of the greatest
moments in the history of baseball. From Hank Aaron’s 715th
home run to Joe Carter’s walk off
in Toronto, Scully has left an indelible mark on this game.
There will never be another
broadcaster like Vin Scully, that
much is known. We can only
hope that young broadcasters far
and wide will take notes from the
legend.

The women’s soccer team
dropped its conference opener
to the DePaul Blue Demons after
ÀQLVKLQJ XS QRQFRQIHUHQFH SOD\
with a win and a loss against Ohio
University and Indiana UniversityPurdue University Indianapolis
(IUPUI), respectively. The team is
now 6-4-1 on the season and 0-1
in Big East Play.
The Musketeers beat Ohio 2-1
for their sixth victory of the seaVRQRQ6HSW7KHÀUVWJRDOZDV
VFRUHG PLGZD\ WKURXJK WKH ÀUVW
half with sophomore Samantha
'HZH\ DGGLQJ KHU ÀIWK WDOO\ RI 
the season. After Xavier took the
1-0 lead into halftime, Ohio tied
it up early in the second half. The
Musketeers were able to retake the
lead with 15 minutes left thanks to
a strike from the top of the box
by senior Tori Doss. It was her
second game-winning goal on the
year.
After their victory over Ohio,
the Musketeers lost a tight game
to IUPUI 2-1. After missing her
ÀUVW WZR FKDQFHV MXQLRU .HQDGLH
Carlson buried her third goal of
the season to put the Musketeers
up 1-0. Despite Xavier having a
 VKRW DGYDQWDJH LQ WKH ÀUVW
half, IUPUI evened the score in
the 21st minute. IUPUI was able
to score again early in the second
half, and the Musketeers were
unable to recover. Xavier closed
non-conference play at 6-3-1.
The Musketeers fell to DePaul
5-0 in their Big East opener, making it only the second time the
team was shut out this season.
DePaul went into halftime with a
2-0 lead, breaking the game open
in the 72nd minute by scoring
three goals in seven minutes. The
loss puts the team at a 0-1 hole to
start conference play.
The Musketeers’ next game
will be at Providence on Sept. 29,
followed by a home game against
No. 3 Georgetown on Oct. 2.

Newswire photo by Adam Spegele

Samantha Dewey against Ohio University.
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Unreleased album debuts in Bowie box set

Photo courtesy of mojo4music.com

David Bowie’s posthumously released box set, Who Can I Be Now? (1974-1979) debuted Sept. 23 and contains 12 CDs spanning the breadth of his career, including unreleased album The Gouster.

BY JASON SMITH

Staff Writer
David Bowie transcended every cliché in music prior to his
existence.
Bowie constantly broke rules
and rewrote new ones that many
performers today are still copying. He is the template for how
to be true to oneself. Bowie
made the music he wanted on his
terms, and his parting gift to all
of us was the album Blackstar.
The Bowie Estate, with the
help of his longtime collaborator Toni Viscotti, is now going
through the periods of Bowie’s
career and releasing remastered
collections of all of his albums.

7KHÀUVWFROOHFWLRQFive Years,
encapsulated the early folk music and the invention of Ziggy
Stardust. The newest collection,
Who Can I Be Now? (1974-1976),
ends Bowie’s glam incarnation
and rolls into his “Plastic Soul”
period.
There are such gems as
“Rebel, Rebel,” “Fame” and
“Golden Years.” The collection
kicks off with Bowie’s last bit
of glam with the album Diamond
Dogs, then David Live, a worthwhile performance album, followed by the hidden gem of this
whole collection.
Before he made Young Americans, Bowie made an alternate

album called The Gouster. It is an
XQÀQLVKHG DQG VOLJKWO\ GLIIHUent Young Americans and lacks the
songs “Fame” and “Win.”
The Gouster has long been rumored to exist but was never
released until now. Thanks to
the magic of Viscotti, the alternate version of the album Young
Americans is now here for our listening pleasure.
Tonally, it is sparser and more
soulful. The song “It’s Gonna Be
Me” really stands out on this album. It could be a church hymnal. Bowie’s soulful pleas are met
with beautiful background vocals.
This is a heartbreak song like no
other. “Can You Hear Me” has a

much humbler arrangement, too.
The Gouster serves as a quieter
template for what was to become
Young Americans. The album closes with a very funky version of
the song “Right.”
In comparison stands Young
Americans, the next album in the
collection. This is Bowie at the
height of his “American period.”
The bombastic album comes to
life with a powerful saxophone
riff as Bowie’s lyrics play on
American ideals.
From the moment the background vocals come in on “All
Xavier
Newswire
Night,”
you sense
the power of
this record. “Fascination,” cowritten with Luther Vandross, is

unlike anything I’ve ever heard.
The collection is rounded out
with Station to Station, the last album he recorded before heading to Berlin to clean up. Much
of this music was recorded at
the height of Bowie’s reliance
on pharmacology. There’s the
original album and a special 2010
remix by Harry Maslin. Closing
everything out is a collection of
mixes of the aforementioned
songs.
For longtime fans and maybe
some new ones, this music is really a treasure to listen to. The
@xaviernewswire
music
serves as a reminder that
even 40 years ago, David Bowie
was ahead of his time.

good guys, we can see the gravity of the situation and the subsequent desperation that ensues.
There is no more playing the negotiation game.
On the other hand, for Pablo,
we see the rapid collapse of his
empire as his friends turn against
him, making for an even more
thrilling and complex counterpart
WRWKHÀUVWVHDVRQ
If there’s one takeaway from
the show, it’s how terrible Pablo
(VFREDU UHDOO\ ZDV ,Q WKH ÀUVW
season, we clearly recognize that
Escobar was up to no good.
7UDIÀFNLQJ ELOOLRQV RI  GROODUV RI 
cocaine a year, not to mention
taking countless lives either by
his own hand or by his orders,
will certainly make you feel that
Escobar is the villain.
In a strange sense, we also witnessed in season one Escobar’s
compassionate side. He grew up
poor and underprivileged. As a
result, he gives back to those in
similar situations. To some degree, he did some good because
he basically made himself out to
be a kind of Robin Hood by givLQJDZD\SRUWLRQVRI KLVSURÀWVWR

the poor.
I have concluded that there’s
the good, the bad and the Pablo
Escobar. Escobar does everything
LQKLVÁHHWLQJDWWHPSWWRVDYHKLV
empire. We can see that Escobar
creates a war zone that takes
countless civilian lives, and the
hero of Colombia becomes the
most wanted man on the face of
the Earth.
Despite Escobar’s being a
monster, he was actually very
smart, and this show captures his
intelligence. Yes, he had wealth
and power, but he was cunning
and meticulous about how he ran
his operation. He deceived and intimidated the Colombian government for years.
This show is a must-see if you
are sick of watching all of the pathetic cop television shows complete with personal drama and
predictable outcomes.
Narcos is uncensored, violent,
action-packed and even a little bit
scandalous. At the end of the day,
you will realize the scary reality
that some people in this world are
ruthless and Pablo Escobar was
one of them.

‘Narcos’ season 2 hooks returning viewers

Photo courtesy of yibada.com

Wagner Moura stars in Narcos as Pablo Escabar, a Colombian drug lord known for his large-scale cocaine distribution.

BY LUKE FELICIANO

Staff Writer
1HWÁL[ RULJLQDO VKRZ Narcos
features the story of American
DEA agents Steve Murphy (Boyd
Holbrook) and Javier Pena (Pedro
Pascal). It follows their combined
effort with the Colombian government to hunt down notorious

drug kingpin Pablo Escobar.
If you were hooked on season
one, you best fasten your seatbelt
for season two, because it’s going
to leave you in complete and utter
suspense.
Wagner Moura reprises his role
portraying Escobar and does a
phenomenal job. The double-sid-

ed storyline told from the perspectives of both the DEA agents/
Colombian government and
Escobar, along with his criminal
cronies, gives the show a taste of
what truly happened in Colombia
during the early 1990s.
Season two shows major shifts
on both sides of the plot. For the

Xavier Newswire
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‘Owen Meany’ explores nuances of faith

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIFLQFLQQDWLPDJD]LQHFRP

In order from left to right, David Whalen (Dan Needham), Jeremy Webb (John Wheelwright) and Gardner Reed (Tabitha Wheelwright) star in Playhouse’s A Prayer for Owen Meany, in theaters until Oct. 1

BY HANNAH SGAMBELLONE

Staff Writer
The Cincinnati Playhouse in
the Park’s season opener, A Prayer
for Owen Meany, is an introspective, honest exploration of fate,
friendship and doubt.
The play is an abstract, delicate
and sometimes raw piece that follows the friendship of two young
men in the turbulent years leading up to the Vietnam War. John
Wheelwright, the play’s narrator,
follows his childhood friendship
with the enigmatic Owen Meany,
a boy with a small stature and
damaged larynx that causes him
to speak with a characteristically
highpitched voice for the entirety
of his life.
As they grow, Owen is convinced that he is God’s instrument, and as both the heartwarming and tragic events of the play

unfold, Owen and John assert
their friendship on this foundation of belief and doubt in even
the existence of God.
It’s a fascinatingly spiritual
piece that, though told in the
context of religion, is at the same
time completely absent of it, relying on complete faith in God
rather than reliance in institutions
of man.
Where Meany succeeds, it does
VR ZLWK Á\LQJ FRORUV 'LUHFWRU
Blake Robison balances the nostalgia of the sixties well with the
timelessness of loss and friendship and is able to synthesize
a multitude of ideas on belief,
doubt and hypocrisy in less than
two hours.
In adapting a novel as expansive as John Irving’s Owen
Meany, the artistic team was faced
with the challenge of presenting

themes that are more literary in
nature to an audience.
The Playhouse surpasses this
obstacle by placing the scenes in
an abstract, almost timeless representation of memory, and in its
sometimes multi-layered scenes it
is able to encompass a full, sweeping narrative in a way that is not
overwhelming.
The challenges of a piece
with a scope as broad as Meany’s
are found in its staging. Some of
the imagery tended to be heavyhanded, which offset the simplicity of the design and costumes in
strange ways at times. However,
certain symbols (such as the scarlet dress and the baseball) resonated well enough throughout
the play to make up for the more
awkward images.
6SHFLÀF SHUIRUPDQFHV ZHUH
particularly notable. Gardner

Reed was a complexity of magnetism and motherly instinct,
subverting two stereotypes of female performance in one brilliant
move.
Xavier alumna Tatum Hunter
was also a welcome presence,
adapting to a diverse set of characters with her signature blend of
intellectual maturity and childlike
wonder.
The most dominant presence
was that of Sean Mellot, whose
Owen Meany was a striking whirlwind of intellect, sex, a Christ
complex, loyalty and Lenny
Bruce.
Owen Meany offered a strong
set of distinct characters, each
of whom was endowed with a
wholeness of person that added
to the world of the story in a way
that was both simple and intricate.
In Owen Meany’s abstraction,

the audience is left drawing from
their own emotional landscape in
connection with the ethereal, vulnerable presentation of the piece.
In its moments of lightness,
the audience shares the joys of
childhood friendship and the
connections between mother and
son, as John’s fondest memories
soar through a bright blue sky.
In its grittier moments, we
weep and rage and question and
pray as the plot barrels unwaveringly toward the Vietnam War,
and Owen and John are caught in
WKHFURVVÀUH
Through its moments of tragedy and grief, A Prayer for Owen
Meany does not feel particularly
like a eulogy or a coming of age
piece. Rather, it’s an honest, vulnerable question of faith that
leaves the answer for the audience
to decide.

‘Swiss Army Man’: bromance beyond the grave

its main trope, Radcliffe being a
human Swiss Army Knife. He’s
able to produce water from his
stomach, chop logs in half and
most importantly use his farts as
a way of transportation.
Not only are the performances
IDQWDVWLFEXWWKHÀOPLVDFFRPSDnied with a soundtrack that consists of just Dano and Radcliffe
making various sounds to produce
a piece. This is one of the most
notable things about the movie,
providing an animalistic nature
while giving us insight on an othHUZLVHTXLHWÀOP
7KH ÀOP PD\ LQGHHG EH DEsurd, but it is a fantastic spiritual
3KRWRVFRXUWHV\RIQRÀOPVFKRROFRP
ride that will leave you questioning
Swiss Army Man follows the bizarre friendship between Manny, a corpse played by Daniel Radcliff (left), and suicidal Hank, played by Paul Dano (right).
your own will to live and why you
The main cast consists of Paul living to a dead Radcliffe is truly keep going at the end of the day.
Premiering at the Sundance
BY SAM MARTINI
xaviernewswire.com
Staff Writer
Film Festival, several people Dano as Hank, a man trapped on KLODULRXV 7KH PDLQ FRQÁLFW LVQ·W 2QH RI  WKH EHVW ÀOPV WKLV \HDU
2QH RI  WKH EHVW ÀOPV RI  WKH ZDONHGRXWRI WKHÀOPGXHWRLWV an abandoned island and Daniel only trying to get back to civili- it is simply unpredictable. To use
year, Swiss Army Man, is the story obscure nature. But this did not Radcliffe as Manny, the dead body zation but also a weird and awk- WKHGLUHFWRUV·ZRUGV´WKHÀUVWIDUW
of a suicidal man teaching a dead stop it from earning a theatrical that has drifted ashore.
ward love triangle among Dano, makes you laugh, and the last fart
body to live again. It is truly a release or directors Dan Kwanand
The pair is truly astonish- Radcliffe and a phone with a makes you cry.”
moving piece, as well as the best and Daniel Scheinert from win- ing, bringing a bromance to the picture of Sarah, played by Mary
Newswire Rating:
two-hour fart joke you will ever ning the Sundance 2016 Best screen like you’ve never seen be- Elizabeth Winstead.
witness.
fore. Dano having to explain basic
Director Award.
7KHÀOPJHWVLWVQDPHWKURXJK

Find us on
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Feature
6. Master of None
Master of None stars comedian Aziz Ansari
as Dev Shaw, a struggling actor in New
York going through life and all the fun it
has to offer. From dating to parents to the
idea of having children, this show has it all.
The show deals with situations such as getting cut from movie roles, moving in with
girlfriends and the racism Indian Americans
experience on TV. This series has a lot of
laughs and some great characters. It is also
only 10 episodes so you could easily binge
it in a weekend or so.

BY CARLY MULERT
Staff Writer

1HWÁL[ KDV XQOHDVKHG DQRWKHU URXQG RI DZHVRPH ELQJHZRUWK\
VKRZV6RPHDUHFODVVLFVVRPHDUH1HWÁL[RULJLQDOVDQGVRPHDUH
VKRZV \RX MXVW KDYH WR ZDWFK IRU WKH WKLUG WLPH $QG KH\ LI \RX
GRQ·W KDYH 1HWÁL[ \RX FDQ MXVW VWHDO \RXU URRPPDWH·V ORJLQ LQIR
EHFDXVH\RXGRQRWZDQWWRPLVVRXWRQWKHVHVL[TXDOLW\VKRZV
7KH\·UHSHUIHFWWRZDWFKLI\RXDUHGRQHZLWK\RXUODWHVWVKRZRU
QHHGVRPHWKLQJWRGLVWUDFW\RXIURPKRPHZRUN

5. Grey’s Anatomy
Ok, I know you probably have already
watched this show for the second time already. But if you haven’t, what are you doing! Get going on it! This show follows the
life of doctors in a hospital in Seattle. We
join them on their journey through heartache, romance, life and death. You’ll get
attached to the characters and enjoy all of
WKHVWRU\OLQHV:LWKVHDVRQVRQ1HWÁL[
you’re able to binge to your heart’s desire
with this one.

Xavier Newswire
Edited by: Lydia Reagan
reaganl@xavier.edu
3. Daredevil
If you are a fan of Marvel, you’ve probably
already watched this show twice through,
looking for Easter eggs about other Marvel
things. But if you aren’t a Marvel person,
you should still watch this show. Daredevil
follows the story of Matt Murdock: lawyer
by day, vigilante by night. This savior of
Hell’s Kitchen does what he has to in order to keep his city safe, even if it means
breaking the law at times. Plus, he’s blind.
7KHUHLVVRPXFKDFWLRQDQGFULPHÀJKWLQJ
you will enjoy this show whether you are a
Marvel fan or not.
2. Stranger Things
This is the new hit that everyone is talking
about! Stranger Things is about a missing boy
and the supernatural incidents of the small
town of Hawkins, Ind. This show combines the 80s aesthetic of E.T. and the high
suspense of the X-Files into one program
that will keep you on the edge of your seat
straight through.

1. Narcos
This show follows the Colombian king4. Friends
pin Pablo Escobar and the U.S. Drug
7KLV VKRZ LV WKH GHÀQLWLRQ RI  WKH V Enforcement Administration (DEA) tryFriends is the show about six people in New ing to catch him. This show has us glued
York City going about their everyday lives to our screens wondering what could posand enjoying being...friends! So many clas- sibly happen next, replacing Breaking Bad as
sic moments come from this show such as top running drug television. This is one of
smelly cat, ugly naked guy, Marcel the mon- 1HWÁL[·VPRVWSRSXODUVKRZVVR\RXGRQRW
key and making the number seven really want to miss out on this TV phenomenon.
sexual. So take a trip down nostalgia lane With two seasons, 10 episodes each, there
and hang out with your favorite group of is nothing holding you back from watching
people down at Central Perk.
this gem.

BY LYDIA REAGAN
Feature Editor

The Big Deal
This week, the Student Activities
Council (SAC) will be visiting the different residence halls and offering
the chance for students to win big
LQUDIÁHV'XULQJWKHZHHNWKH\ZLOO
visit Kuhlman, Buenger, Brockman,
and Husman from 5-7 p.m., and
)ULGD\ WKH\ ZLOO EH LQ )HQZLFN IURP
11 a.m.-2 p.m. Check SAC’s social
PHGLDIRUPRUHLQIR
Making the Bed
2Q )ULGD\ IURP  SP RQ WKH
Xavier Yard, the Center for Interfaith
and In the Loop are hosting an event
to help create sleeping mats for the
homeless. The process includes
cutting plastic bags, looping them
WRJHWKHUDQGFURFKHWLQJLWEXWWKH\
ZLOOWHDFK\RXHYHU\WKLQJ,WZLOODOVR
have free milk and cookies, and a
SHUIRUPDQFHE\$FD%HOODV
XHaus Final Friday
The Center for Innovation is hosting
D )LQDO )ULGD\ $UW ([KLELW GRZQ DW
the XHaus in Over-the-Rhine. Stop
E\ WR VHH DUW FUHDWHG E\ ;DYLHU $UW
'HSDUWPHQWVWXGHQWVDQGKHOS\RXUself to free refreshments.
Reds vs Cubs
7KLV)ULGD\WKH&LQFLQQDWL5HGVIDFH
off against the Chicago Cubs at the
*UHDW $PHULFDQ %DOOSDUN ,I \RX·UH
ORRNLQJIRUVRPHWKLQJIXQWRGR\RX
can never go wrong with a ball game.
,W·V D JUHDW ZD\ WR HQG 6HSWHPEHU
DQGEULQJIDOOEDFNWR&LQF\

Create a caption for this photo of
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